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Sunday August 10th...Fairbrae Olympics!!!!
International Potluck..games..music…mayhem...

Each family will have the opportunity to represent a country of their choice
(Flags will be distributed) and participate in games ranging from toddler
tricylce races, free throws, inner tube races, ping pong, water balloon toss, biggest splash contest. Contact the office soon to secure a country of your choice.
Each family is encouraged to bring a dish of their design to share with other
members...drinks, utensils, napkins, stoves and BBQ’s will be available for use.

Sunday August 31st..Tennis Tournament 4-8:30pm
Fairbrae will be hosting a doubles tournament in conjunction with our Labor Day BBQ.
There will be two groups: group A (Competitive) and Group B (Social). For more information
or to sign up contact our tennis instructor Winston Lowe or Steve at the office. Prizes will be
awarded to first and second place finishers in each division.
Have you noticed our new sink and counter along the wall by the basketball court?.....
if not, take a look. A big thank you to David Crewe and his boys for demolishing the old
counter and thank yous to John Cwynar, Nick Steinmeier, Pete Kolda, Joel Amzallag and Bruce
DaRos for their time in cleaning, prepping and painting the wall for our new counter.

Congratulations to...
Fiona O’Connor for being awarded the lifeguard of the month for June and
to Simone Cwynar for being awarded the gateguard of the month. Fiona
and Simone have been mentioned by members as not only being professional
but helpful and pleasant in their work. Both were rewarded with gift certificates and recognition at our monthly training session. Input from members
on our staff is appreciated either by email, voice mail or suggestion box.

Board of Directors:
David Crewe
President
Robert Blackburn
Vice-President
Laura Healy
Secretary
John Cwynar
Treasurer
Peter Bodsky
At Large
Joel Amzallag
At Large
Jeff Rohrer
At Large
Next board meeting will be on July 14
in the Clubhouse at 7:00pm.

OFFICE HOURS:
FAIRBRAE’S UPCOMING EVENTS:
Manta Rays sleep over
Fri./Sat., July 12/13
Manta Rays Award dinner
Saturday, July 19th
Fairbrae Olympics
Sunday, August 10th
BBQ and Tennis Tournament
Sunday, August 31st

6pm-10am
5-10pm
12-7pm
4-8:30pm

July
MWF...7-10:00am & 3-8pm
T & TH...7-5pm
Sat. & Sun...9-8pm
(408) 739-3833 or
Email: Steve@fairbrae.com
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Welcome New Members:

Kevan and Julie Rippentrop have three children, Berlyn, Payton and Ryan. Kevan is a commercial plumber with KDS Plumbing and Julie works with Diversified Capitol Funding specializing in home loans.
Karen and Mikael Berner have two daughters, Claire and Marisa. Mikael works with Nuance
Communications.
Brad and Lindi Kaprelian have two children, Erin and Jason. Brad is a Orthodontist and
Lindi is dentist.
Rob and Tracey Sheffer have three children Jada, Coral and Cole. Rob is a Engineer Manager
with Apple Inc.
Zorawar Singh and Luthra Sangeeta have two children, Jasmehr and Simar. Zorawar
works with IBM and Luthra is a member of the faculty and lectures at Santa Clara University.
John and Vickie Anderson have two children, Ryan and Joshua. Both John and Vickie work
at the Santa Clara Valley Medical Center.
Marc Vanlerberghe and Inge Keuppens have two children, June and Britt. Marc is Director
of Marketing for Google.
Steven and Lesli Siegel have two children, Alex and Eric. Steven works as Senior Director of
Marketing and Product Manager with Phoenix Technologies and Lesli works in Public Relations and Marketing with Dafna Mizrahi.
Herbert and Bonnie Gebhart have a son Stephen. Herbert is a Marketing Manager for
Rambus Inc. and Bonnie is a R.N. at El Camino Hospital.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
Fabio and Cynthia Rupp
Fabio and Cynthia Rupp have been Fairbrae members since 2005. They have 3 sons, Sebastiano, Alessandro and Stefano who is on Fairbrae’s Manta Ray swim team. Sebastiano enjoys writing and playing
in his band. Alessandro loves his competitive soccer team and playing saxophone. Stefano loves reading
and sports. Fabio, originally from Switzerland, is a neuroscientist and is in the process of launching his
own company called "Hera" based upon an early detection system for pre-clampsia a form of toxemia of
pregnancy characterized by hypertension and further complications. Fabio received his PHD in Molecular Biology from ETH in Zurich. Cynthia, originally from Los Altos Hills, is a graduate of UC Berkeley where she studied Human Physiology and Anatomy. She's worked mostly in Immunology and cancer research. Cynthia and Fabio met at Stanford University where they were working. Cynthia is currently completing her work for a Masters degree in Biology Education and tries to keep up with her boys
by training for triathlons.
“Some people see things that are and ask, Why? Some people dream of things that never were and ask, Why not?
Some people have to go to work and don't have time for all that.” George Carlin

